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Q:  The question has come up that it seems that most of the practicing gay pastors and 

bishops are in far-away UMC Jurisdictions and Conferences like Texas, Florida, Idaho, or 

Kansas. What’s happening here in our Susquehanna Conference? 

A:  Our Susquehanna Conference is one of ten under the Northeastern Jurisdictional 

Conference (NJC) that met in early November, 2022 and issued several resolutions, 

including the following Resolution No. 5: 

“A resolution entitled “Queer Delegates’ Call To Center Justice and Empowerment For 

LGBTQIA+ People in the UMC” passed resolving that the 2022 Northeastern Jurisdictional 

Conference of the United Methodist Church: 

1. Supports and amplifies the queer delegates’ call to justice and empowerment 

for the LGBTQIA+ community in our Jurisdiction, within and beyond our 

churches and agencies; 

2. Affirms the spirit of the abeyance or moratorium as proposed to the General 

Conference, until changes can be made in The United Methodist Book of 

Discipline; 

3. Implores our member Annual Conferences to either not pursue or resolve in an 

appropriately timely fashion through a non-punitive, just resolution process 

any complaints against clergy regarding their sexual orientation or clergy who 

officiate weddings of LGBTQIA+ persons;  

4. Urges that as a Jurisdiction we either not pursue or resolve in an appropriately 

timely fashion through a non-punitive, just resolution process any complaints 

against Bishops regarding their sexual orientation or those who officiate 

weddings of LGBTQIA+ persons;  

5. Supports the election of episcopal leaders who commit to upholding this 

resolution and who will further justice for and empowerment of LGBTQIA+ 

people in the annual conferences where they serve;  

6. Commits to a future of The United Methodist Church where LGBTQIA+ people 

will be protected, affirmed, and empowered in the life and ministry of the 

church in our Jurisdiction, including as laity, ordained clergy, in the episcopacy, 

and on boards and agencies.” 

The NJC has taken in spite of the latest 2016 UMC Book of Discipline guidelines. 

Also discussed at the above meeting was “Disaffiliation Estimates”. The General Council 

on Fin. and Admin. estimates 21.3% of the UMC’s will disaffiliate by 2025; but Jason 

Markey of SUSUMC states that up to 300 of our 870 churches could disaffiliate.  


